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VanDyk writes on Goals of Dordt
By Co Ilene Marcus

RIll Weaver
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Reviews the King and I on page 5.

1218 Unite at Dordt for 78-79
Out of 1218 total enrollment,
43.4% (529) are male and 56.5%
(689) are female. On the geographic scale, 75.2% (916) are
from 33 states of the United
States, 24.6% (300) are from
six provinces of Canada and . 6%
(2) of the student body come
from other countries.
The enrollment figures. for fall
1978 are 8S follows:
Men Women Total
453
176
277
Freshmen
145
194
339
SOphomors
219
106
113
Juniors
91
91
182
seniors
11
14
25
Special
1218
'Iotal
529
688
Arizona •.•..•..•..•..•...•...
California ...•..•..•..•...•••
Colorado •..•.•.•..•..•..•..•
Connecticut ....•....••.••....
Delaware .•..•.•.....•....•..
Florida
Idaho
lllinols
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas •••.••••.••.••.••..••.

8

43
38
:2
l
9

-

1
37
18
342
4

Louisiana .•.......•..........
Massachusetts .............••
Maryland
Michigan .•..•......•........
Minnesota .•....•........
Mississippi. ......•.•.......•
Missouri .... ·....•..•..•......
Montana •....•........•......
Nebraska ...•..•...•........•
New Jersey ................•
New Mexico •......•..•..•...•
New york .•....•......•......
North Carolina ...•..•........
North Dakota .•....•..•.......
Oregon ...•..•...........•...
Pennsylvania ...•..•...•....•.
South Dakota
Texas •.•....•..•.....•...•..
Vermont ...•.•..•....•......
Virginia •..•..•..•..••..•..•
Washington ......•••••.•..•..
Wisconsin •.•............
Alberta
British Columbia ••.•.•......
Manitoba ..•..•.•..•..•..••.
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatechewan ..•.•.••..••....
Honduras .....•..•.••.•..•...
New Zealand ..•••...•..•••..•

1
.5
1
37

' .• 107
5
2

8
8
12
8
9
]
4
5
3
57
I

33
,1
70
'.' . .59
109
83
14
90
1
3
1
1-

'anderstelt rec:elves Doc:torate
By Roberta

Tiemstra

scriptural revelation, theology,
and philosophy ...
John C. Vander Stelt , associate proOn August 31. 1978. he received
fessor of Philosophy and Theology at
his doctorate for his dissertation
Dordt, received his Th. D. degree this ''Philosophy and Scripture;
A Study
summer from the Free University in
in Old Princeton and Westminter
Amsterdam.
Theology."
This 354 page book,
Vander Stelt studied for tour sumpublished by Wedge Publishing Founmers in Princeton. New Jersey in the
dation (Toronto), will be for sale in
libraries of Princeton Theological
dle Dordt Bookstore.
Seminary and Princeton University.
He also studied in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. in the libraries Of
Westminster Theological Seminary
and the Presbyterian Historical
Society. Also, he received a leave
of absence from Dordt during
1976-1977 for purposes of research
and writing his dissertation ..
The central aim of his study was
to "contribute in some way to an
ongoing debate within Reformed,
Presbyterian, and larger Evangelical circles.
That is the debate
concerning nature of reality, truth,
Photo By Don Stocker
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During the past year. Dr. John
Van Dyk, professor of philosophy.
has been involved in writing a
paper for Dordt College. This
paper is a "statement of purpose" for the college; that is,
it studies what Dordt is supposed
to be doing.
Dr. Van Dyk's paper will be
quite similar to the one Rev. B.
J. Haan, president of Dordt College, wrote a number .of years
ago. Rev. Haan's document,
Scri pturall y Ortented Higher Education' discusses the following:
1) the aim of the college.
2) the roles of the students and
the faculty.
3) the nature of the curriculum.
4) guidelines for Dordt College.
This paper has become somewhat outdated and is no longer
functioning as it should.
New problems have arisen
since the publication of Rev.
Haan's paper, and these are discussed in the new edition. Here
are two of the main problems:
1) How should we relate theory
and practice?
2) What is the relationship between curricular and extracurricular activities?
Dordt is a Liberal Arts College.
and according to Dr. Van Dyk,
such colleges sometimes tend to
be too theoretical.
Technical
colleges tend to be too practical.
Dr. Van Dyk's paper tries to
determine if Dordt College should
emphasize liberal arts exclusively. It tries to bridge the gap
between theory and practice and

shows the danger of polarization.
The paper attempts to gain a
clear idea of how we should
move ahead.
The document also develops the
concept of "serviceable insight. "
which. according to Dr. VanDyk,
is how "theoretical understanding
can be brought into the practical
service of our Lord and neighbors."
It attempts to break
through a number of false dilemmas and relates theory to
practice via this concept of serviceable insight.
The paper has been approved
by the faculty and is now before
the board. It should be ready
for publication next March. It's
a guideline for .all Dordt activities, and Dr. Van Dyk hopes it
will be a functioning document
and not be shelved.

•
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Where your Tuition Money Goes
By John Pater
As students walk around the
cam pus of Dordt College using
its facUities and attending classes, most of them have no idea
of how much it costs to keep
everything running smoothly.
The way things stand this year,
it will take $3,539,000
to operate Dordt College.
The biggest part of that, a little
over 48%. goes toward payment
of all the professors; and teach ...
ers. Another 5% is set aside for
all the different departn"'nts.
Each of these departments presents a budget of what they think
they need. and, says Mr. Bernard
De Wit, Business Manager,
"each department usually gets
what they want. "
The budget is further divtded
up into what is called Institutional support. This includes
the executive and board of dirrectors, the administration,
development, and printing.
Institutional support takes up nearly
12% of the total budget.
Almost 15%of the budgeted threeand-one-half-million
dollars goes
toward student financial assistance. This is made up of schol-

ar shtps, loans, and grants such
as the institutional grant-In-aid
and the Canadian grants.
Maintenance of the campus and utilities are expected to cost seven
percent of the total budget. Student services, which includes
recruitment:, career services,
Dean of Students, and resident
advisors, take
nearly six
percent of the total expenses for
the year. There is yet another
seven percent which is listed as
miscellaneous expenses.
A big
part of this is the college radio
station. KDCR.
The Income which Is received
to pay fur the operating expenses
comes through a few·channels.
Tuition received from students
pays the largest pan of thls, that
is, 78% of the budget. The operating expenaee are also paid
for by gift income" which includes denominational support.
This adds up 1]) 14% of total Income received.
The remaining
eight percent of the income,
which pays for the operating expenses. comes from other income, tncludlug ticket sales,
housing and government
appropriations.
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Editorial

Untangling

I've noticed that some of the
freshmen have had their eyes
opened. Or rather, l've ''heard
it." It's that nasty small town
and community tradition -gossip- -a rampant disease that
threatens to damage everything
within a 10 mile radius. Everyone falls under the gossiper category and more times than once
we've been the subject of the
grape-vine that winds its way
around Sioux Center. Each time
1 open my ears to the next "bit"
of information about my sisters
and brothers. I wonder if my own
business is being telegraphed by
word of mouth.
I've met a few freshmen that
took a few moments to tell me
their first impressions of Dordt.
They were good impressions.
Then they took some time to tell
me their second impression.
They were the usual frustrations
with a small community.
At
first, these kids were surprised
at the extent of other people's
friendliness and then they were
surprised at exactly how much
the people knew about them without a word pas stng between them.
I tried to tell these disillusioned
kids that gossip was what you
could expect in a place where
everyone knows everyone else.
They could expect it but not accept it; they could take it as a
grain of salt and general dis ease
of the mouth. But what do you say
to a kid that can't reap the full
benefits of social interaction with
other students because the grapevine haadi sturted his past
weekend or history?
I didn't
have an answer for that.
Most of us are great discussers
over a cup of coffee. Without
exception, the conversation will
weave around to ... Did you hear?
And if I haven't heard, L'Il Hsten.
I was recruiting a few writers
for the Diamond but before I met
many of them I had a whole file
on them. I was filled with-impressions about their personality
and writing ability. Some of

them I never called. Who wants
a writer that everyone on campus
thinks is about as credible as a
Watergate Tape? Some of them
I finally called and I went home
with my pride severely damaged
They were great people. The few
words and thoughts we shared
erased all the seeds of doubt
Satan had so effectively sewn in
my mind through gossip--because
that's exactly what gossip is.
How many people have you doubted
because someone took the time
to tell you a few things about them
in advance ?
Most of us are literally on file
somewhere.
Whenever we apply
to a college or try to get a new
job, someone somewhere is
eager to pass on some previously
acquired information.
When you
don't get the job or arrive on
campus on behavioral probation,
someone has discovered what you
are before you say hello. The
legitimacy of this procedure is
often discussed especially when
time matures a person.
But,
Ex-cons are the first to be accused of a crime long after
they've paid for the original
crime.
The student who was
once labeled a "rowdy" is the
first to be approached for a
"hot weekend." The student that
has had problems in the past is
st:;i11the "problem -chtld" in most
ps oplets eyes.
God requires that we love one
another as we love ourselves.
Somehow gossiping about your
brother cr sister in Christ says
more about you than the person
you've chosen to pass off secondhandedly.
As difficult as it is to close your
ears to the favorite pastime of
gossipping, we must fight against
it. We owe the person threatened by gossip that much. We owe ,
ourselves that much; we with our
Christian community threatened
through the work of Satan. We
must fight against temptation because the Lord commands us to
Love.

letters
.•. OF STUDENT CONCERN
The overriding objective of Student Forum is getting the students
to bring their suggestions to the attention of Student Forum. In the
past few years Student Forum has
not done enough but there is a
need for input from the students
themselves.
There is an excel>
lent group of men and woman on
Student Forum this year who are
willing to work on all student
concerns.
A few areas Student Forum is
already workina: on are as follows:
curfew, exam week schedule
changes, library hours and policies, a phone for off-campus
students located in library 10b),V,
and other policies of Academic
and Student life.
We are discussing curfew at the
present time with much progress
and good discussion.
The objec'dve of dropping curfew or not is
under consideration.
We are
working out what are Dor-dt' s responsibilities and what are the
responsibilities
of each' student.
It is a tough Issue to deal' with .
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but if any student has suggestions
on curfew or any other issue, we
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Reflecting on a Woman'sVocation
By Ellen Vander

Plaats

"College? College? Why would Sue Ann want to go to college"!"
her father muttered.
"Why..she can learn everything she needs to
know about being a good wife and mother right here on the farm ...
But. because her father was a good man, loved his pretty daughter and because
certainly could afford it, Sue Ann went off to
college.
"After all. " her father reasoned. "there must be just hundreds
of promising Christian Reformed boys from good dutch families
who will just adore my pretty Sue Ann. Why..she may even meet
some nice pre-aem student and become a minister's
wife. What
higher calling could there be for a girl.
Yes. if Sue Ann wants to
go to the Christian College it will be a great place for her to look
for a husband. "
Three weeks later a letter arrived at the farmstead from Sue
Ann. Her father. eager to hear how Sue Ann was doing with her
MRS degree. tore open the letter.
Alas and alack, it seemed
that Sue Ann was not applying herself.
Instead of being content
in her elementary education classes which might. be useful with
her own children some day, Sue Ann wanted to change her major
to micro-biology.
Micro-biologyl
WeU--her parents discussed
it and finally they decided that there must be fine Christian
Reformed young men from good dutch families in micro-biology
classes so what did it matter if Sue Ann amused herself with
micro-biology until she got married?
Much to her parents' suprtse, Sue Ann amused herself with
micro-biology for four years and graduated with honors.
Then
she hit them with another bombshell.
Sue Ann wanted to go to
graduate school. "Graduate school? Whatever for?" her parrents exclaimed.
"Isnt it high time Sue Ann settled down and
found herself a husband?"
But alas and alack. there was no husband to be found at such
short notice. so Sue Ann went off to graduate school.
In the course of time. Sue Ann graduated from graduate school
and began working in a prestigous research laboratory.
Back on
the farm her parents despatred-r-thetr' little Sue Ann was in grave
danger of a fate worse than death-c-spinsterhood.
Then, one day in early spring, great joy came to the old farmstead. Sue Ann' s mother ran out to the field where her father
was plowing. "Our prayers have been answered. " she exalted,
"Sue Ann is finally getting married I)' There was great rejoicing
on the farm that day.
Much later, after she had informed all their friends and relatives of the great upcoming event, the farmer's good wife sat
down to reread Sue Ann's letter
As she read a puzz led look
carne to her face. "What's this about winning some Nobel prize
for discovering the cure for cancer?" she wondered.
Then a radiant smile covered her face as she gayly flung the
letter back into the' desk drawer.
What did it matter?
Sue Ann
was finally getting marriedJ

the diamond
Letters

to the Editor:

All students are welcome to
submit letters to the editor. Let. ters should be no more than 300
words typed double-spaced.
All
letters are subject to the Diamond
deadline--Saturday
before the
Diamond is printed. The editor
reserves
the right to edit any
letter that is destructive or
slanderous in comment. Letters
are welcome if they reflect constructive criticism or commend and
are of student concern .
The Diamond is your newspaper:
We would lIke to hear from you.
Editor
\.'

"'"

.

fj

Have a good year
Clean Me Clure

Concerning

",e

&",,10('
~.

The Diamond is published by students at Dcrdt College.
These
students are part of a wider Christian community which looks to
[esus ~ the Troth.
We are stziving to de~lop journalism which
procl afms the Lordship of Christ.
Individual oplnfons.wjlf vary,
but we hope that the communication
of these ideas will stimulate
growth in the Christian Community.
WRITE~S: Deb Butler, Jacob Colyn, Sid Ekke.lenkamp , Bruce Hibma, John
Hiemstra, Rich Kok, Colleen Marcus. Lavonne Nannenga, John Pater.
VerIan Van Ee , Ann Voogd, Phil Weaver, Clarence Witten.Sherry Byerly
LAYOU~: Myra Ekdom, Jacob eolyn, John Pater. Beatrice Reyneveld
Anita
Vnend.
'
TYPISTS: Dorenda Roes. editor, Eloise Baker, Carol Kabl. Judy lOeine, Jan
Korte. Joyce Owen. Deanne Vander lee.
PHOTOGRAPHY: Don Stocker, editor, Bill Myles, Corwin Slagter Brian Weaver
ARTIST: Barry Crosh
'
ADVISORS: Jack Vanden Berg, Mike Vanden BOlCh
COPY EDITOR: Roberta Tfemstra
ASSIST ANT EDITOR: Rena Vander Dussen
EDIT<?~-IN--.cHIEF: Audrey Vlieg
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Conversing on the Casey Controversy
By Sherry Byerly and Jacob Colyn
Upon returning to Dordt this
fall, students Saw a new store
standing on the corner of 7th
street and Main Avenue.
store i~Casey's General

The

Store.
Gas 63 • and Cold Beer.
The
gas, a cent cheaper than Phillips 66 across the street, is
self-service only. Inside the
store is a magazine stand, some
school supplies, and a variety
of groceries.
From the appearance of the store itself. Casey's
seems to be no different than
any of the other convenience
stores scattered across Iowa
And perhaps it's not any diffe~ent, but the circumstances
surrounding it are a bit unusual.
Although operating a business
on Sunday is not against city ordinance or state law, Sioux Center has always had the tradition
of observing the Sabbath concerning businesses.
Casey's chainstore policy dictates that it be
open seven days a week.
Last winter when the land for
Casey's was bought. Jerry
Plaster led a petition asking the
store to reconsider building in
Sioux Center.
The main objectIon to Casey's was that they were
planning to be open On Sunday.
However, "the only legal controversy, " said town councilman
Darrel Rensink, ''was the rezoning of a previously residential
lot to a commercial lot. " It was
also pointed out at the meeting
that Sioux Center is a growing

community and sooner or later
progress would take place in the
form of a store like Casey's.
And since the city was, planning
to allow more area for commercial use, the proposal for a convenience store on that lot fitted
nicely with their plans.
When the petition was ctrcuIated, 80% of the Sioux Center
adults wfJXefound to be opposed
to the construction of Casey's.
The petition was then sent to the
owner and manager, DeIUlY
Spitler, then of Grimes, Iowa.
Obviously the petition did little
to halt Casey's plans. The store
was bunt and opened for business
On July Ll .
But is Sioux Center benefitting
from their new store?
Spitler
thinks so. He says, "Casey's
is a service the town didn't have
before, and the college students
are especially benefitting ,from
the store's late-night service. "
Indeed, a recently increasing
problem for the local police was
supplying stranded travelers with
gasoline on Sundays. Now that
problem is virtually non-existent The service provided by
Casey's has proven a benefit to
travelers and parents of college
students who, attempting to return home after a weekend visit,
are faced with an empty gas tank:.
"In fact, " Spitler says, "parents
have thanked me for being open. "
Spitler, a member of the Central Reformed Church here, personally doesn't have any qualms
about being open on Sunday. But

Photo By Bill Myles
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this is Sioux Center and people
here don't shop on Sunday. Or
do they? Indeed, Spitler says he
doesn't suffer from a lack of
business on that day. "Once
church is out, that's when the
business really starts, "states
Spitler.
Gas and groceries
have an equal amount of business.
To see how the people of Sioux
Center actually feel about
Casey's, we asked people within
the neighborhood if they were opposed to the store, especially
with regard to their Sunday policy.
Surprfsingly , the majority of the
people were in favor of Casey's.
However, these people were
more in favor of the gas service

offered than the groceries.
One
man said, "Before Casey's, visitors always had to go out of town
for gas - -ncw we can keep the
business in town." Other opinions expressed were. "it doesn't
bother me, " or "if the Holland
House can accommodate people,
Casey's has the right, too." The
people opposed to the store cited
their reasons as due to their reItgtous convictions, the increased traffic, and their blatant advertising of cold beer.
Whatever the opinion, Spitler
is encouraged by the business
and the community's reacttorcto the store so far.

sessions scheduled for the months
of September and October with
the general theme being "Community at Dordt College.
Some
of the 10 objectives of the embltes, listed by Dejong in his
format were: to bring students
and faculty together on a regular
basis, to foster a sense of unity
on campus and to build a sense of
special identity with Dordt College.
But what would De Jong say to
the student who questioned the
value of the assemblies because
they would not bring up the name
of Christ and His relationship to
allrhar is done at Dordt?
'1 think: the reasons that students have those reservations,"
commented De long, "are two-

fold. The first is the technlcalfty
and complexity of the provisions.
And also, there is student fuzz!"
ness as to wh.at is legitimate because they haven't seen the things,
papers and memorandums regarding Dordt Assemblies passed
On to the Administration."
"We do not want to viorate the
government regulations.
And we
are not trying to do anything that
they wouldn't want us to do. Haan
explained.
"We are working desperately to get the other facility
ready for chapel as quickly as
possible.
The kids need to get
together, and they want that. But
until we get the chapel ready-the gym assemblies were the
only option open to us. "

The assembly
...or is it Chapel?

by Deb Butler
Every Tuesday and Thursday
morning at 10 a. m .• students

head for the gymnasiwn-auditorIum for what used to be called
chapel, but what is now designated as assembly.
The questions
that arise in the minds of many
students is - -why 1 Why is chapel
called assembly if the students
ere still getting together to sing
and to hear a speaker?
And why
do we need to get together as a
Christian community 7
Early in the fall of tbls year
a proposed fonnat for the assemblies was submitted by James
De jong, Assemblies Co-ordinator.
This format stated that "for the
month,' of September and October,
1978, Dordt College will hold
general student-faculty assemblies in the college gymnasium.
These assemblies will be nonsectarian in character.
That is,
they will not be devoted to
Scriptural meditation and devotional exercises.
Nor will they
present an ecclesiastical
viewpoint ...
(and) accordlng to format and objective they shall not
be liturgical or worship in character. "
Rev. B. J. Haan, President of
Dordt College, explained, "We
decided to have assemblies instead of cbapels until the Chapel
, ll1jijljlpgj$ ):1'll4~._ .We .wl!Jlt ~Q.. ' ..

see that the assembly is not a
replacement for chapel; it Is
something completely different. "
Since the gymnasium -auditortum
was built with federal funds,
there are regulations that must
be followed for use of the gym
These regulations state that "No
facility constructed with assistance under this subchapter shall
ever be used for religious worship or a sectarian actlvtty or
for a school or department of
dlvlnity. "
"The government," Haan said,
''is not to blame for this. They
offered the money, so we took
it because we needed a gym. We
could pay back the government
anytime, but that would be stupid. ,,~
The purpose for having the
.assemblies at all, as both Haan
and Dejong said, was te? get the
students and faculty together as
a comraunlry.
Rev. J. B. Hulst,
Dean of Students, voiced the
same opinion. "We are getting
the students together, .. he sal d,
''because we feel it is important
to get them together as an academic community.
We are not
reading Scripture or conducting
prayers.
In that sense. I think
we are abiding by the rules. "
''What we're doing ." De Jong
said, explaining the government
regulations,
"is not worship,
because in worship, there is a
dialogue between God and bis
people. We have neither prayer
nor Scripture reading and there's
no presumption for any speaker
to say 'Thus says the Lord.'
It
doesn't in any way meet the crtteria for a worship service. "
.There w&re~eixteen ·assembl y' ...

It
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Freshmen Make a Joyful Noise

.
>

The first student recital of the year, The Freshman Music Grant Recital,
was held Friday. October 22 in the new choral room of the chapel-music
building. The participants were those freshmen who received vocal or
instrumental music grants.
.
The recital reatured four students. Karen Hoffman, Laura Vander Windt.
and Kim Vanden Bosch. pianists, and Gail Kromminga clarinetist and
.
vocalist (soprano).
selections were difficult pieces as they are generally
the ones performed for the recording sent earlier.
According to the Dordt College Catalog, music grants are given each
year. They are based on a Music Grant Application Form. recommendations from the applicant's high school music instructor and teacher of
voice or instrument, and a tape recording showing the applicant's competence level. Grants are various sizes up to $125.00.
Other recitals will be given throughout the year. The purpose of such
recitals is to give the musicians experience and performing confidence as
well as to serve the audience.
Students can learn more about music or
can broaden his personal repertoire by tasting the variety of styles.
The music department invites all interested to attend the upcoming recitals.
Some are afternoon recitals while upperclassmen
often give
evening performances.
TImes and dates are on calendar's and music
bulldlng bulletin boards,
. •
, ' ..
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Ex-Moonie Nan Beeler Shares Her Story
by Clarence

Witten

the time," explains Nan. Only by
paying indemnity according to the
guidelines set by Rev. Moon will
one be saved from these sins.
A seven day fast, for example.
would pay for the sins of 7000
years of history.
"It's a real
spiritual bondage and as any
Christian can recognize in a
minute, a disguised works system. "
Something to work for and look forward to in this works scheme
is being "bleased't-r-that is, being
married.
It is possible only after one has been purified by paying years of indemnity. Man fell
through the original sin of adultery, they believe, and therefore
"it's orU1 through marriage that
we can be free from this original
sin. Marriages are probably the
most far-out custom they have.
Moonmatches couples together
in mass ceremonies which hap pen very seldom. The last was
of 1800 couples in 1975. Children

Nan Beeler: sophomore. Home
town: Ithaca, New York. It
doesn't say too much but there is
a story behind it all. Her three
years in Rev. Moon's Unification
Church could be chapter One.
Moonies , the common name for
people of this organization, aren't
well known. To many people it
means high -carbohydrate diets,
brain -washing, and a fanatical
religion.
Nan's memories however aren't all bad.

"Moonies are not a
bunch of wide-eyed
fanatics"
''In many ways," she says,
"they were a warm, loving, and
spiritual community.
They're
not a bunch of wide -eyed fanatics
or hoods. Most of them are reallv
nice and sweet like the guy next
door or the girl down the street."
That's largely why she was attracted to them in the first place.
At 18 with a very difficult family
situation and within an even more
difficult year at college she was
approached by the Moonies and
she joined.
Moonies believe many of the
same truths and principles as
Christians:
all about love and
sacrifice.
Their basic teaching,
the Divine Principle, is heavily
backed up with Bible texts. 'The
Bible, explains Nan, "is considered good inspirational reading.
The Divine PrincMjle is based extensively on the 'bIe but not
truly."
The Bible is looked at as
being a simple revelation IorpeopIe CJfthat time. . "But now that
man is "trUly sophisticated" and
has a lot more capacity to understand, the Divine Principle was
given. It's the latest revelation.
"A certain rat poison, " adds
Nan, "is corn with just a little
arsenic added. The Moonie religion Is much like the real thing
as well, like Christianity, but
with a certain poison added. The
poison is their teaching on paying indemnities.
Everyone is considered to be
guilty of four sets of sin; those
of history. like Adam, Cain, Abel, Noah, etc., those of your
ancestors; sine of the nations;
and those of yourself.
For these
sins one must pay indemnity or
restitution.
'The system for
this is very complex and compllcated and keeps changing all
II

of such marriages are considered pure, completely without sin. "
Through the perfect marriage
of Rev. Moon, who is implicitly
taught to be the Messiah, the
Christ, will the world and society be made perfect.
Jesus, on
the other hand, was a failure because He was killed before He
could take a bride and perfect
the world through His perfect
marriage.
Another doctrine of the MoonIes is to pay indemnity for Cain
killing Abel. This is to be done
by every member having an Abel figure and since Cain killed
Abel they must be totally subservient to their Abel figures.
"As you can see, " Nan points
out. "this is a very convenient
way of keeping everyone in line
since every Abel is also a Cain
,. in a string that ends with Rev.
Moon who, of course, has no Abel
figure .. ,
The Unification Church ts divided up into two arms. that of
l5ringing people in and that of
fund -ralstng.
''In a very organized way the
witnessing arm is spread out all
over the U. S.
They establish
themselves in cities and towns
and try to bring people, especially young people, in to listen to
lectures and go to workshops.
This type of activity never really
brought a lot of members and the
church really doesn't have a lot
of members. "
The other part of the church is
the fund raising ''in which I was
involved for much of my three
years, " relates Nan. ''I travelled all over the U. S. selling
candy and flowers and collected
money totalling w.ell into five
figures."
Were they very discreet and dishonest about their
cause? No, says Nan, discrete
perhaps somewhat but, ''I did
wear. an L. d. card with my picture saying exactly where I was
from. I really don't think we
were that dishonest about it. "
"After awhile, something got
to me; something in my heart
said it just wasn't right. We
weren't doing large scale youth
programs and acts of mercy with
the money, at least nothing you
could point your finger at. I repeatedly got depressed and had to
force myself to sell. which is
really a common syndrome of
sellers.

Photo By Don Stocker

"I really loved the
movement"
"Ir'a really not uncommon for
older members to become disillusioned, bitch a lot, and quit.
They just see that it (the Moonie
religion) doesn't work. Because
Moon isn't the Messtah and you
-don't have the Holy Spirit you
can't have a deep spiritual relationship with him, although you
may love him a lot.
"So there 1 was three years in
the movement and I didn't have a
deep relationship with my 'True
Parents', Rev. Moon and his wife.
I had their picture that I could
look at and feel good about and I
heard and talked to Rev. Moon
but I didn't feel very much. I
was becoming more and more
dissansnsd ...
Finally she lost complete faith
in her Abel figures and broke her
tie with them. Having lost this
tie with Rev. Moon himself, "who
was there to do it for, to suffer
for? It became a duty thing, not
a love thing anymore. "
Yes, she reflects,
''There were
many reasons that I was ripe and
ready to get out and stay out. "
The chance came when she needed surgery on her foot, and went
home for it. She left and returned
only to pick up her belongings.
The leave broke her heart. "I
really loved the movement and after three years had many deep
relationships with members of it.
I was between two worlds and not
really a part of either.
I was
very lonely and miserable since
I no longer had any contacts in
town. I was also in very great
spiritual agony since I didn't
know whether Rev. Moon was the
Messiah or not. "
God had plans for her, however,
and "I went into a Christian book
store and met a dynamic bornagain Christian,
an old school
friend, one of many who had been
praying fervently for Nan ever
since her entry into the Moonies
had made the front page of the
town journal.
''Marianne (this particular
friend) took me to her church, a
non -denominational charismatic
fellowship, and she and a lot of
other Christians,
especially
Martannets mother, really began
sharing the gospel with me repeatedly over a period of six
months. "
It sounded weird. The idea of
Jesus' blood paying for all sin
she simply c0t4dn't believe. '1

was trained, " says Nan, "tc
think that you had to pay indemnity, all kinds of indemnity, and
I just couldn't shake the idea. "
The Holy Spirit worked further
with her. Then one night at
Marianne's place, just before
going to sleep, she asked God to
remove her last bit of doubt and
really show her the truth. He did.
As she opened her Bible and turned
to Romans, "my eyes lit on this
passage that explained that we're
justified by faith alone. It just
blew me away.
'1 ran upstairs to my friend and
her mother and told them what
God had revealed to me and said
therefore I'm accepting Jesus as
my Savior right now. They just
screamed,
'Wowl" because they'd
been waiting for six months or
actually for years ...
There and then began chapter
two. She now saw that '1 could
go on with my life and get married,
go to college, and do anything. the
Lord willing. "
That's how Nan ended up here at
Dordt. She could have gone tuition
free to Ithaca College since her
father had taught there but ''1
wanted, " explains Nan, "to go to
a Christian college. because Igot
this idea I believe was sent from
heaver; in a Christian college the
teaching would be differentv-It
would be the truth. "
An Orthodox Presbyterian friend
suggested a calvinistic college
because it would have a good per-.
spective.
Through another friend,
Henry de Vries, who had just accepted a teaching position in
Dordt's agriculture department,
'she finally decided on Dordt.

"I'm really excited
about the world
and life view"

It

As a relatively new Christian
with a charismatic background,
how does she find Dordt? ''I'm
really excited about the world and
life view. A lot of my friends are
world -flight Baptists. The ideas
of a Christian philosophy or a
Christian political party would
sound very strange to them. You
wouldn't find these things anywhere else. I have so much to
receive from this college on an
intellectual level. Intellectually
these guys really got their act together.
con't -ou next page •••
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DeStigter and Dordt walk a Shaky Scaffold
By

Reno Vonder

Dussen

Emerging from the Dordt
Campus skyline above all other
buildings is the Dordt ChapelMusic Building. Under construetion since spring 1977. the newest and yet incomplete structure
on the Dordt campus is the topic
of many discussions.
In the
midst of these discussions,
some
questions surface: Why isn't the
structure finished yet? Whose
fault is it? Is Dordt demanding
too much? Or is the De Stigter
Construction Company failing to
meet their contract agreements?
To answer these questions, the
Diamond decided to investigate
this controversial
subject.
Everyone seems to agree that
the progress on the chapelmusic building is slow, much
slower than expected.
"The
main problem right now is the
lack: of glass. " explained Norm
Evenhuia, office manager at
De Stigter Construction.
Evenhuis continued, "The subcontractor in Minneapolis now
says he will have the glass here
by October 16." Bernie De Wit,
business manager at Dordt College, confirms this, saying,
"The subcontractor just isn't
performing his job. "
The absence of glass is the
problem now. Earlier.
the construction crew was waiting for
precast cement. Throughout the
entire project, "there has been
difficulty in obtaining materials, "
explains Evenhuis.
He ways
that this is not unusual for a pro-

jeer of this size.
The next major reason for the
slow progress is a large change
in the basic plans, which De Wit
says "is bound to happen." The
addition is a second floor under
the balcony in the chapel section
of the building. This was to be
a room for mechanical equipment, but it was ruled out because of the noise it would create.
.'Instead. this space is being
converted into 6000 square feet
of office and classroom space at
a cost to Dordt of $5. 00 a square
foot. "explained De Wit. "It was
too cheap to pass up and would
be Imposstble to put in at a later
date. ,,'
Yet, this addition isn't the only
item which has been changed
from the origioal blueprints.
According to Evenhuis, "The
alterations are because there
were faults in the first plans and
a lack of coordination."
De Wit
explains. "The project was bid
upon in two phases.
In an at!"
tempt to beat inflation or the
continually high cost of construettoo, the first phase was bid
upon and begun before the details of the second phase had
been Ironed out. Then, when
work on the second phase began,
there were bound to be al terations since the two phases had
not been coordinated completely:'
De Wit .continues, "If we had
waited witil the second phase WaS
ready, and ironed out the bugs
in the plans, it would have cost
us more."

according to De Wit. "The roof
should have been sealed by last
winter so that they could work in
there during the winter."
He concludes,"
If they had used
more people. this building could
have been completed."
When will the chapel-music
building be finished? Evenhuis
and De Wit are confident that by
Thanksgiving
it will be ready.
However, this depends on the
arrival of necessary materials
and the number of alterations
which have been the major problems throughout the entire
project.

Superb Performances Deserve Mention

The ling and I in Review

By Phil

Weaver

As everyone in Northwestern IOwa must know by now, Dcrdt' s production
of 'Ih~King and I has proved to be a huge success: however these few personar-observatIOns are hopefully not going to be out of order.
In last week's
issue of The Diamond, an .account of the behind-the-scenes
work Was given,
but that fSOnly half of the story of a presentation that has justifiably received
such glowing accolades as this one has. The efforts of the actors and actresses as a whole were excellent, but some superb performances were
turned in which are deserving of spectal mefiiton.
con't from last page
''But,'' she feels,· "it (Christianity)
is itself being intellectualized.
I
don't see an awful lot of people
really excited about the Lord.
The joy of the Lord is often lacking. I really hesitate to criticize like this because it sounds
kind of arrogant, but I want to be
critically truthful.
'1n Ithaca I was in a very exciting fellowship.
This was one
reason Why I could feel so clearly that this was the truth, that
being-a Christian was valid. If I
had gone into a community of'believers that was dead how could I
ever have had the strength to leave
the Moonle church?"
Nan goes on to say that she occasionally feels restricted about
asking other students to pray or
even talking in those terms. ''Often Christ isn't honored in conversation and in a student's academle pursuits.
I'm guilty of this
too. We say that we'll be taking
this course and that major without realizing that it's all a matter of the Lord's will. "
As for the Lord's will in her
own future, she's not yet sure
what it is. She still has many
friends in the movement who she
worries about and would like to

Len De Sttgter, of De Stigter
Construction, is also disappointed because of the slow progress.
"It is becoming more than we
expected, " says De Stigter.
"There are a lot of extras that
have gone into this building which
weren't in the plans. We are
practically donating to Dordt Corlege, " claims De Stigter.
Per
square foot, he says, "the College
is getting a cheap building ."
De Stigter would like to complete
the structure since the delay is
costing too much for the company.
"Progress could have been different with a little more effort, "

reach perhaps.
But she adds
quickly, ".Anyborn again Christian can do it (bring the gospel's
truth to Mcentee] if the Moonie
is open and searching.
In the
final analysis it's really prayer
that's going to accomplish anything. Pray for members that
they may come out and become
born again Christians.
Many
have. The man who brought me
into the movement and another
with whom I worked closely are
born again Christians today.
Overall, she feels that the
membership is declining and
that "especially after Rev.
Moon dies the movement will go
even more downhill.
"One of my real interests ri-ght
now is to write a scholarly
scriptural refutation of the
Divine Principle ...
''However, it adds Nan, "I've
never really had a happy, wholesome, Christian life. I really feel
in my heart that I just want to
start living--serving
theLord,
yes.
but in other ways. I have just
put it all down and really never
look back, happy to give my
testimony whenever.
But maybe
the Lord will use me in another
way. Either way I'm willing.
I really am. "
II

II

Kim Venhuizen's portrayal of Anna was oatstanding.
In fact, she was so
natural that when one saw her in a scene, one forgot that she was only
acting, because one was swept away by her brilliance and radiant energy.
Adding to this charged performance was her sense of knowing when to be .
subdued and to share the stage with her fellow performers.
Her clear,
strong voice complemented her acting abilities and made for an overall
effect far surpassing that expected by this critic.
John Doornenbal's representation
of the King was also a very forceful one,
however he seemed to occasionally lack: the knack to still be a presence
on stage when he Was in a scene which did not call for him to be the principle character,
This' is an extremely diffieuIt accomplishment,
but it is
the one characteristic
which separates a good actor from an excellent
one. However, when Doornenbal's abilities are given full reign in scenes.
such as the one where he and Anna are dancing" he more than makes up
for this minor failing present in other scenes.
The performances turned in by the pair of twelve-year'-olds,
Greg
Warmink and Jonathan Van Noord as Anna's son and the King's heir, re.spectively, can best be appreciated when one tries to imagine oneself
as being that age and attempting to perform in front of a full house. The
thought of doing something like that is frightening enough for most of us
at our relatively mature age, but to their credit, these two children were
not Willing to do merely an adequate job; they put in a special effort and
made their scripted characters become real people.
Probably the biggest problem in presenting a stage musical is that it
calls for a talent for singing in 'addition to an acting ability.
The four
performers mentioned above have both abilities, which greatly enhanced
their offerings.
However, some of the cast shone in their acting, but
failed to stand out for their musical duties.
This was especially true of
JUlie Folkerts (Lady Thiang) and Rachel Kreykes (Tuptim). Their major
fault Was that their voices were too well trained for their God-given
gifts to show forth, but not trained well enough for them to sound natural
in the way Venhuizen's does.
The only other complaint which can justifiably be levelled is that the
accent Doyle Smiens used in his portrayal of Sir Edward Ramsay is too
forced and his mannerisms were particularly offensive to this particular
Englishman.
Perhaps no one has told him that English aristocrats
do not
go around flaunting their superiority; they quietly accept it and let others
melodramatize itf
The rest of the cast is too nwnerous to mention by name. however the
royal dancer's presentation of the ballet of The small House of Uncle
Thomas was superb.
The work of Katherine-z"avaaaaS"CliOreographer
was outstanding and the energy and emotion of the dancers flowed over
the audience in almost physical waves. This part of the play alone was
worth the price of admtsstont what higher .pratse can be given to a
Dutch reader? I
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TheKing's College: Will it threaten Dordt's future?
By Audrey Vlieg
The Diamond has planned u series of ar uclcs
on OUf sister colleges.
We hope that contact
with other collegeS working for higher Christian
scholarship and international Calvinism will
stimulate our awareness and participation of a
broader Christian community.
TI,e Hrst in this
series is The King's College (TKC), a new and
unique post-secondary institution to be opened
in September 1979.

A Dream
Rev. B. J. Haan had a dream in
the early fifties - -to build a Christian College in Sioux Center--and
the dream came to fruition after
much planning and support. Ten
years later a Christian College
Association in Canada was organized with the same dream in mind.
Now the King's College is a realtty, offering a unique concept of
Christian education. As the countdown continues at TKC, Dordt
and the rest of the CRC higher
educational institutions face growing animosity and threatened enrollment.

The Lo(ation
TKC is situated on the University of Alberta campus in Edmonton, Alberta.
The location has
provided the first inklings of
skepticism in the reformed community. TKC answers the doubts
in their March newsletter.
"(The
location) will enhance the development of Christian perspective
that is truly to the point and addresses the challenges to the Christian faith as we become aware
of them in daily contacts with secular perspectiv:es. "
In placing the college on a massive university campus. TKC hopes
to place a Christian community in
direct challenge to the secular.
Some members of the Canadian
Association feel the location will
dull the "cornfield syndrome" of
safely separated and isolated college environments. The uniqueness
of King's College was described
in a recent Trustees' meeting of
TKC. "TKC is located near the
University of Alberta so students
can study in the context of the
real world, rather than in an assurned safe seclusion. "
Dordt College would seeming! y
fall under the safe secluded category but Rev. Haan feeis differently. "When Dordt is looked upon as a secluded conference, it is
merely a misunderstanding about
the meaning of truth and the way
it is promoted.
For example, we
have been able to draw the Association for Public Justice here. If a
place is more important than what
it stands for, we have missed the
truth. Dordt does not leave its
graduates unprepared to meet the
secular demands of the world. In
fact, I've never' heard one of our
graduates say that they felt unprepared. I've never heard anyone
say that."

Enrollment
TKC expects as many as 175 students to be enrolled when they open
their doors in September 1979. The
number of students can be broken
down into two categories:
(a) fulltime students that take all of their
courses at TKO,' and {b) part-time'
- students -whc take -onete -four coer-

ses in the college and the University of Alberta.
During the first year, TKC will
offer instruction in ten departments: Interdisciplinary
Studies,
History, Philosophy, English literature, Biology, Music, Sociology, Psychology, Economics, and
Bible. These are to be taught by
a variety of professors each holding a Ph. d.
The students will be mainly Canadians as recruiting will be confined to Canadian high schools. It
is expected that the number of
Canadian students attending Dordt
or considering enrollment in the
next few years will decline sharply. TKC explains why. "Many of
our supporters have or had their
children attend Christian colleges
which offer good educational opportunities.
Many of our young
people derived benefits from
their training south of the border.
Having said this, we wish also to
state that our young people long
for advanced education in their
own country where issues facing
Canadian citizens are dealt with
in specifically Canadian course
content. Moreover, practical
considerations.
such as work opportunities while studying in order to finance one's education,
make it advantageous for Canadian
students to stay in their own COUlltry. Most importantly. training
in Canada to serve the Kingdom of
God in Canada is the most obvious
route to follow. "

" I will do everythlRg
.
•
l,n
my power to get

Canadian students':
Rev. Haan feel s the loss of Canadian students would be injurious
to the success of Dordt.
"Even though Canada is justified
in having their own college I think
Dordt would be hurt by losing the
flavor, input and contribution by
way of the Canadian students. On
that basis, I will do everything in
my power to get Canadian students.
I welcome them and appreciate
them and I would like to see King's
take the same attitude as Dordt. "
Both Dordt and TKC feel Canadian students are needed; however,
practical problems would make it
difficult for Canadian students to
attend Dordt in the following years.
Financing by the Canadian government in the form of student loans
would be limited if not stopped
with the birth of TKC. To date,
Canadian student loans are available to Canadian students leaving the country because Christian
perspective higher education cannot be equalled on the Canadian
side. Once TKC is in operation,
students applying for financial
aid would no longer be eligibie.
The Canadian government finds
no need to support students leaving the country if the type of education they desire is available in
Canada,
Rev. Haan speculates on jumping the financial hurdle for Canadian etude res, "Let me say, that
we are now in the process of considertng a financial package for
Canadian students in Ught of TKC
and the continued decline of the
Canadian dollar. We've already.

helped out the dollar and we are
thinking of more financial aid if
TKC would make it impossible
for Canadian students to attend
Dordt. "
This year, 24.6% of Dordt's student body is Canadian students.
TKC threatens prospective Canadian enrollment more than attending Canadian students but the
decline is still expected within
the next four or five years.
The
end of the CRC baby-boom on the
States -si de is in sight. In Canada,
the baby-boom will reach its peak
in the next few years.
Haan expeets the amount of eligible college-age students of the total CRC
communitv to drop from 30,000
to 19,000 in the next years. To
date, the State-side eRC colleges
glean 5,000 of the total eligible
amount. The sharp decline because of the ending baby-boom and
the Canadian pull of TKC will decrease Dordt's enrollment.
How
much is not known but the inevitability of the decline is a serious
problem.
"Hopefully," states Haan, "Canadian students will be able to show
their government that they want to
pursue their goals in life and that
there is no other institution that
can meet their objectives like Dordt,
despite TKC .::
TKC does not want to be recognized as a Christian Reformed College. They have refused to accede
to a request frqm the Canadian Reformed community to include a reference to the Reformed creeds in
the constitution thereby limiting the
student, trustee, and faculty membership to CRC people. TKC has
circulated their curricular and educational objectives to all members
of the Canadian Association in or-e
der to outline clearly what kind of
college TKC will be.
The majority of faculty and students at Dordt is CRC, despite
the welcome to all Protestant wings
of the Christian church. Recruiting
in CRe high schools alone has e-' .
volved Dordt into a CRC college
over the years.
TKC hopes to
change that with a wider appeal to
include all denominations under recruitment in Canadian and American high schools.
As of yet. TKC does not have
credible academic standing in the
Canadian university community.
The University of Alberta rejected
transfer of courses on paper because of TKC 's "religious bias"
but once TKC is in operation, the
University of Alberta has promised
to re-evaluate.
TKC is hoping to
show them a first-class
college
that demonstrates academic excellence and Christian commitment
hand -m -hand.

Edu(ational and
Curri(ular Obiedives
Criticism of TKC's eventual accreditation with the U of A is evident. The CRC community feels
Christian perspective will be compromised to meet the secular requirements of a vast university
like the U.ofA. "Of course, Chrtatian colleges never close their
doors to people interested in perspective, " states Haan. "What I
hope is that TKC won't compromise
as a matter of expediency to get

funds, but rather will adhere to its
prtnctples , TKC has to be careful
that it's not too secular. "

Animosity
Between TKC
and Dordt?
On the surface, there is no tension between the State-side and
Canadian colleges. 130th Dordt
and TKC agree But some still
feel an underlying tension. The
consideration of Canadian financial
packages, a declining enrollment.
and the pull on Canadian students
are demonstrating serious problems. The gap of cultural differences that cannot be crossed many
times threatens to cause the fragmentation of international calvinism.
Speculation as to the future of Dordt
has been cyclical. When Dordt
professors were interviewed for
positions at TKC. when expected enrbllment from Canadian schools de'
clines, when the Canadian dollar
slides down another cent, when
students feel secluded in Sioux
Center--then TKC becomes a competitive college.
Rev. Haan feels that there is no
animosity between the two colleges
to date and he laments the murmurs
of antagonism that float around
periodically.
"It is inevitable that we should
fight for our side of the Klngdom-sometimes to the expense of good
Christian- education. There could be
a feeling that would promote both
canadian and State-side antagc ntsm.

"Personally, I think those who are
responsible for the antagonism should
be lamented.
Anything that promotes a
deep cleavage between us would be
destructive.
We need common sense to
face the years ahead. I hope that Dordt
will be magnanimous. cooperative and
will give leadership lnomaiotalnlng
somehow a good mix of international
Calvinism. "
On campus many Canadian students
know about TKC. Many are in direct
contact With the excitement felt in
Canada over the birth of TKC. But
there are still many questions that

arise. What will happen to Dordt
in the next years? Will the loss
of Canadian students to Dordt
change the college that Dordt is?
Is the education here worth traveling the extra miles and obtaining a visa? Wlll the arrival
of TKC fragment international
brotherhood ties? Will American
students feel the puli of a different kind of education? How
will TKC affect Dordt? How
much?
The newly appointed faculty of
TKC are also excited about their
venture. Prospective students
are now considering TKC as an
alternative. No one knows what
will happen next year when the
doors open, but in the meantime numerous questions need
to be dealt with- -ror Dordt and
TKC.
'
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Soccer Team Optimistic

Swim Club Takes the Plunge
Dordt College students have
many clubs in which to be invol V"
ed and one of the newest and
most refreshing is the swim club.
Actually fol:med on an organizational level last year, the club
will have their first year of competive swimming and diving this
year.
Eighteen strokers and splashers
comprise the club. This is a
membership which exceeds some
of the varsity teams with whom
they'll be competing.
Although
they have some good swimmers,
the team won't be deep enough to
dominate intercollegiate swimming.
Gene Reichert, organizer and
member of the swimming club,
puts it this way: "We don't look
to take meets.
We're looking for
individual improvement for the
whole year ...
With-meets beginning the second week in November and

lasting till the end of February,
the members will have many opportuntttes for improvement.
And when they're not participating in meets, they can relax
by swimming 7000-8000 yards in
practice.
Gene gave these insights concerning the club members: "A lot
of the people get discouraged because they don't think they can
swim fast. This sometimes
makes it hard to motivate people
and stir enthusiasm
So morale
is very Importaet. "
Those involved with the club
are hopeful for growth within the
ranks as time and years go by.
And if you'd like to take your
suit out of storage and see if you
can still do your freestyle and
butterfly. new members are still
welcome,
You may not be Mark
Spitz. but that doesn't mean
there isn't a place for you on the
team.

Good Talent for Volleyball Season
The women's volleyball team has begun practice,
In f~ct, they've been setting
and sweating with little regretting for the last several weeks.
After a highly successful season last year, this year's team is very optimistic
and is anticipating a prosperous and productive season,
Although the Defender
women have only one senior and three juniors to fill the varsity suits, they are
aided by five talented sophomores and six blue-chip freshmen.
There are seven
women returning with varsity letters, four of whom were starters last-year,
So
this recipe of experience and talent might be just the ingredients needed to make
a golden batch of blue ribbon vclleyballers ,
Coach Etta Huisman had this to say about her girls, "We have as talented a
team as we've ever had,· Some of the new members are very talented "and will
aid our team. Talent is definitely not a problem,
Our biggest problem is working together as a team ...
Coach Huisman has been busy experimenting with different combinations of play-.
ers, trying to discover which group of girls \fill. work best together,
She hopes
to have this decided by this evening, when the Defenders will serve on their home
court for the first time this year by hosting Mt. Marty and Sioux Empire,
Dordt and Mt. Marty tied for first place in the conference last year. a confermc~ Coach Huisman calls "." the toughest small college conference in the
state, "

calendar
September 28

The golf team stretched its record to 3 wins and 1 loss in the last
week and a half by taking first at
3 separate triangular meets.
Meanwhile revenge on Northwestern Was
complete as Dordt handed them
two losses at the Hillcrest course
in Yankton, and outs cored
in a coincidental double match at
the Green Valley course in Sioux
City. With Dordt golfers defending
an obvious lead over the Red
Raiders, prospects are high of
their clinching a 'Ir-t-State conference championship in the act.
2-3 36-hole tourney at Yankton.
Dordt's winning record started
with the Sept. 13th Yankton match,
where rain limited the play to 9
holes. As the last drowned
Defenders came floating up the
fairway and poured in their puts
for par, Dordt Was found to have
reigned over both NW and Yankton
respectively.
Dordt'a freshman
rookie golfer, Bob Brummel, al ~
though a little wet behind the ears,
took honors for the day by shooting a very respectable par round
at 36.
On Sept. 21, the Defenders chose
the Green Valley course on which

STATIONARY

October 1
October 2
October 3
S
5&6
6
10

October 11

'," ,
J

to wage another victory.
Dordt
topped the scores of both W.I, T.
and Briar Cliff easily in their trtangular meet, In addition, Dordt
~ttered
the scores of MorningSide, Auguetana, and NW in a
quadrangular meet which the}"
were having simultaneously with
U. S. D.• whose score was me
only one lower than Dordt's,
Dean Visser took honors at Green
Valley by contributing a pair of
39's.
The followtng Friday, Sept.22.
Dordt again made the long drive
to Yankton worthwhile in a rematch with N. W. and Yankton.
This time clear skies prevailed.
However. so did the South Dakota
winds. As the praire winds
beat upon the rolling Hillcrest
course some golfers were baffled and blown away, but others
held fast to their respeeti ve
scores.
Of the latter Was Bill
Nieweohuis, wbc took honors
for the day with a score of 76.
As Yankton forfeited because
of a shortage of golfers, Dordt
defeated the NW Raiders by one
stroke in overall play.

- GIFT ITEMS - MUSIC - BIBLES - BOX ED CARDS -

by Joyce Owen

Social Service Club meeting, CIS8
Women's Volleyball, at Dordt
-3:00 pm,
Meeting of all students interested in studying
in the Netherlands; spe ale r , Dr. Stronks,C158
-8:00 pm,
Play: "The King and r', TePaske
Soccer, Dordt vs. Augustana, at Augustana
-6:30 &9:00pm,
Film:" The Heart is a Lonely Hunter" CIS8
-9:00 pm,
Parable-A Contemporary Parable of Life, C160
-7:00 pm,
FBEClub Special Event; speaker, Lyn Stoyer on
"TV Management and Programing", Cl60
-10:00 pm,
Prayer Meeting, Cl60
Women's Volleyball, at Dordt
Women's Volleyball,
at Dordt
Tri-State Teachers Institute
-8:00 pm,
Travelogue:
"Israel-Country of Contrast" ,Gym
-10:00 pm,
Prayer Meeting, Cl60
Fall Festival, <;'ym
Women's Volleyball, away
Phi Kappa Sigma meeting

September 29&30
September 30

skills. The teams played tightly
by coverihg checks and only capitalizing on the breaks.
This
brand of soccer kept the fans on
their toes.
Dordt scored quickly to take an
early 1-0 lead on Charles de
Jager's goal, but UNO stormed
back 10 minutes later to tie the
game, 1-1. This set the stage
for the second half which proved
to be excellent field soccer with
good crisp passing and exciting
end-to-end rushes.
With 15 minites left in the 45 minute parted,
UNO teed the game with the victory goal. Dordt endured this
exhausting game well and they
are optimistic for the sweet smell
of victory over UNO when they
return to the Dordt soccer grounds
after Tri-State vacation.

Falling
Beneath the Defenders

Heusinkveld Christian
Book & Music

-7:30 pm,

September 29

October
October
October
October

On september 16, the Dordt
College Soccer Team played in
an eight team tournament held
at the University of South Dakota
in Vermillion, SD. It Was actually a seven team tournament because a team from S.D.S.U.
didn't show up, so our guys got a
bye into the semi-finals.
Dor dt cleaned the clock of the
Creighton team by defeating them
2-0. Goalie Ron Van Driel was'
credited with the shut-out and Dave
Vruwink and Tim de Groot tallied
the Dordt goals. The game was
well played, but our guys had expected stiffer competition.
After resting up from their semifinal win, Dordt played in the tournament's final game against the
University of Nebraska at Omaha.
This game was Dordt's best match
because it .tesred their soccer

BOB & KAREN VONHOF
932 2nd Ave. S, E.
PHONE: 722-4622

HOURS:
MON. -WED.
8:00 A.M.-5:30P.M.1il
TIlURS. 8:00 A.M.-9:00
P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 8:00A.M.
- 5:30 P.M.

You'll find our store located in the South East corner of town,
near the town cemetary and right across the street from the Fir st
Reformed Church. Our atmosphere is warm and friendly and our
floor is carpeted, so many people sit and relax to browse through
the books and music that we offer. Our main objective is to supply
a large variety of Orristian related materials to everyone, including
the college people. We welcome you to our store.
Bob & Karen
LARGEST VARIETY OF BlBLES,AVAILASLE.IN
N0R:rHWEsT IOWA"
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news brief
What are you doing between
3:30 and 5:00 p.m. each day?
For ten Dordt women this time
is spent perfecting their forehand, backhand. serves and lobs
which are the all important techniques of tennis.
Evidently, this
time has not been wasted. as seen
in the last three matches in
which the team has participated.
On September 18 the Dcrdt
women's tennis team defeated
Briar Cliff, 5-1; september 23,
they took Westmar. 7.-0; september 25, they travelled to Briar
Cliff and defeated them 5- I.
The members of the team are:
Deb Draayer
Mary Jongsma
Kathy Wagner
Beatrice Reyneveld
Gay Visser
Becky Bandstra
Corrine Van Horsen
Becky Brouwer
Cheryl Hoekstra
Paula Arnold

If you are not in the-habit of
reading the Des Moines Degister,
you might like to pick up a copy
on Saturday October 7. The issue
will be the same as every other
issue except for an article by
Chuck Offenburger, entitled,
"The Big 4 and 1 More" series.
The "big 4" takes a look at the
student life and activities of lSU,
UN!. Drake, and IOWA universities. The "and I more" is a special
added yearly feature on one other
college in Iowa. This year. Dordt
has been chosen as the "one more".
A week ago Chuck Offenburger
was on our campus to have a look
at the life of Dordt students. He
conducted several hours of interviews and snapped some pictures.
Besides discovering how life at
Dordt goes on. Offenburger asked
students what they are talking about
, today and what is really important
to them.

THE DORDT COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Sale
Save %

Y2and More

~b THE DORDT COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
dedicated to the fine art of browsing

OFF

Seven Writing Contest

CARDIGAN
SWEATERS

Deadline Set
The English Department announces its annual Mr. Seven
Writing Awards Contest.
Writers may compete for first
prizes of seventy-five dollars
each in two categories:
creative
writing and expository writing.
Contestants may include in their
files all material written from
April I, 1978 to April I, 1979.
All entries must be in by April
I, 1979 and will be judged by the
English Department at that time.
If you wish to have more details call Mr. Vanden Berg
(ext. 234) or see him in his orfice:Cl24

,0

Saturday, September 30
with this coupon
~
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He and She ~
Beauty shop~'
Mon. 5 p.m.-9p.m.
Tues-Fri. 9a.m.-Sp.m.
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~
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Good for
20%
off any
Cardigan Sweater
Sept. 30, 1978
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Thurs:-1 p.m.-9p.m.
Susan Van ScllouHn.,... .....
Sunrise Estates
lot 18

722-0235
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Discover

fIl BEN FRANKLIN®
llJ We bring variety

to life!

